The Three Gorges Reservoir (TGR) in China, with the largest dam in the world, stores a large volume of water and may influence the Earth's gravity field on sub-seasonal to interannual timescales. Significant changes of the total water storage (TWS) might be detectable by satellite-based data provided by the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) mission. To detect these store water changes, effects of other factors are to be removed first from these data due to band-limited representation of near-surface mass changes from GRACE. Here, we evaluated three current popular land surface models (LSMs) basing on in situ measurements and found that the WaterGAP Global Hydrology Model (WGHM) demonstrates higher correlation than other analyzed models with the in-situ rainfall measurement. Then we used the WGHM outputs to remove climate-induced TWS changes, such as surface water storage, soil, canopy, snow, and groundwater storage. The residual results (GRACE minus WGHM) indicated a strong trend (3.85 ± 2 km 3 /yr) that is significantly higher than the TGR analysis and hindcast experiments (2.29 ± 1 km 3 /yr) based on in-situ water level measurements. We also estimated the seepage response to the TGR filling, contributions from other anthropogenic dams, and used in-situ gravity and GPS observations to evaluate dominant factors responsible for the GRACE-based overestimate of the TGR volume change. We found that the modeled seepage variability through coarse-grained materials explained most of the difference between the GRACE based estimate of TGR volume changes and in situ measurements, but the agreement with in-situ gravity observations is considerably lower. In contrast, the leakage contribution from 13 adjacent reservoirs explained~74% of the TGR volume change derived from GRACE and WGHM. Our results demonstrate that GRACE-based overestimate TGR mass change mainly from the contribution of surrounding artificial reservoirs and underestimated TWS variations in WGHM simulations due to the large uncertainty of WGHM in groundwater component. In additional, this study also indicates that reservoir or lake volume changes can be reliably derived from GRACE data when they are used in combination with relevant complementary observations.
Introduction
Since its launch in 2002, the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) mission has been proven to be a unique tool to monitor total water storage (TWS) variability at large spatial scales (>300 km) by measuring changes in the Earth's gravity field. GRACE provides valuable information for studying the phenomena that reflect changes due to the climate and human activity, e.g., regional water mass variability, droughts, and floods [1], ice sheet mass balance in Antarctica and Greenland [2] , water balance in Asia's high mountains [3] , as well as the groundwater storage decrease in Northern India [4] , the North China Plain [5] , and in the US High Plains and Central Valley [6] . Generally, the limited spatial resolution of the GRACE data (~100,000 km 2 ) is a benefit when estimating changes in TWS at large regional to global scales. The most commonly used GRACE products are monthly gravity field changes with a maximum resolution up to 60 degree/order of the Stokes coefficients. The higher degrees are significantly suppressed and biased by potential errors, which requires extensive post-processing to reduce the noise and signal loss. For these purposes, destriping and filtering methods have been developed with the aim to improve final products [7, 8] .
Truncation and filtering of GRACE data reduces the signal amplitude and significantly reduces the spatial resolution. Furthermore, GRACE observations reflect a sum of many effects e.g., climate-induced water storage changes including: surface water storage, soil, canopy, snow, and groundwater storage, and human-induced the impoundment of reservoirs and groundwater pumping, those hydrological components are difficult to separate without a-priori information from the effect of TWS changes [9] . For this purpose, most previous studies used land surface models (LSMs) or hydrological models to remove these effects from GRACE [10, 11] . For example, LSMs was used to estimate the contributions of TWS compartments (e.g., soil, snow and surface water storage) to GRACE-based results, for the purpose of quantifying depletion rates of aquifer systems like groundwater changes [4] [5] [6] . However, global LSMs and hydrological estimates of surface water storage (rivers and lakes) are characterized by high uncertainties, especially for artificial reservoirs behind dams, which are usually not included in most LSMs. Consequently, these uncertainties bias final GRACE estimates.
Several studies employed GRACE products to estimate TWS changes in small areas, which, in principle, cannot be resolved by GRACE, such as rivers, lakes, flooded areas, small aquifer systems, and other localized regions [12] . This type of water redistribution, which could be quite large in total, is often related to human activities, socio-economic, and climate changes and geological disasters. In previous studies, such small-scale phenomena have been studied with special methods depending on signal source characteristics. Several of these approaches employed corrections to restore the signal loss due to filtering, e.g., the additive method [13] , the multiplicative method [14] , the scaling factor method [10] , and the data-driven method [15] . However, these methods still depend on model assumptions and size of the study area. Another approach implies using a-priori information on water level changes, such as in-situ measurements and radar altimetry, to remove their effects. With this approach, Longuevergne et al. [12] estimated large reservoir and lake storage components by combining the satellite radar altimetry and GRACE data. Using GRACE data, satellite altimetry, and in-situ observations, seasonal variability and trends in water storage and lake level were examined in the great lakes' region in East Africa and Tibetan Plateau [16] [17] [18] [19] .
The China's Three Gorges Reservoir (TGR) is one of the largest reservoirs used for hydropower generation in the world. The Three Gorges Dam (TGD) is a gravity dam that spans the Yangtze River near the town of Sandouping, Yichang, in Hubei Province (Figure 1 ). The total capacity of the TGR is 39.3 km 3 . When the TGR is full, the water level reaches 175 m above sea level, which is 110 m higher than the level of the river. This man-made lake has on average a length of about 660 km and a width of 1.12 km with a total surface equal to 1084 km 2 . Although the TGR width is much smaller than the spatial resolution of GRACE observations, the enormous total water volume exceeds the sensitivity threshold for GRACE data [20] . Wang et al. [21] estimated TGR monthly volume changes based on GRACE data and the WaterGAP Global Hydrology Model (WGHM) and compared the residual signal (GRACE minus WGHM) with in-situ measurements from April 2002 and May 2010. Their results indicated that GRACE can retrieve the true amplitudes of large surface water storage changes in a concentrated TGR area, and overestimate of GRACE-WGHM mass anomalies might come from a variety of contributing factors, e.g., uncertainties of WGHM (i.e., WGHM may underestimate soil moisture, water ponds, and snow), groundwater recharge (seepage) during filled TGR and the influence of neighboring reservoirs or lakes, but they did not quantitatively evaluate those influencing factors. Compared to satellite observations, surface gravity and deformation (GPS) measurements are more sensitive to water storage changes in the TGR and their variations can be modeled using a water load model derived from the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) data [22] .
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Data Sources
GRACE
We selected spherical harmonic datasets from February 2003 to December 2012 (114 months), from the GRACE Release 05 (RL05), which contains monthly gravity field solutions generated by the Center for Space Research (CSR) at the University of Texas. Each monthly GRACE field consists of a set of Stokes coefficients (C lm and S lm ) up to 60 degree and order (l and m). The original GRACE C 20 coefficients were replaced with results inferred from the satellite laser ranging [23] , while for the degree-one coefficient the solution from Swenson et al. [24] has been used. The Stokes coefficients fro. A et al. [25] were used to remove effects from Glacial Isostatic Adjustment (GIA), which are small in the TGR region. The monthly solutions had been filtered using a Gaussian smoothing operator with an averaging radius of 350 km in order to suppress errors at high degrees [26] . 
Land Surface Models
As was mentioned above, GRACE provides vertically integrated mass variations hampering a simple process separation. In other words, the GRACE data are influenced by many factors and it is impossible to use them alone to separate from the effects of the surface water storage and water stored in the reservoir, as well as of the soil moisture and groundwater [27] . The primary purpose of this study was to estimate changes in TGR's surface water storage from GRACE-based TWS. Thus, it needs us first to remove effects due to other water storage components, what has been done by applying output from LSM simulations. Unfortunately, the impact of LSM uncertainties is significant, especially in regions that are highly irrigated and/or arid and semiarid regions. Moreover, different LSMs provide diverse estimates for these signals. Here, we tested three LSMs to select the optimal hydrological model: (i) The Noah, VIC, and Mosaic version of GLDAS-1 (Global Land Data Assimilation System) with a spatial resolution of 1 • × 1 • quantify variability in soil moisture storage [28] ; (ii) the WGHM model with the same resolution provides the continental water cycle including water storage compartments at a spatial resolution of 0.5 • × 0.5 • , such as soil moisture within the effective root zone of vegetated areas, groundwater canopy water, snow, and surface water in rivers, lakes, reservoirs, and wetlands (not including artificial lakes) [29] ; and (ii) version 4.5 of the Community Land Model (CLM4.5), which includes terrestrial hydrological processes such as soil moisture, snow, canopy, river storage, and groundwater at a spatial resolution of 1
In-Situ Measurements
In situ measurements of stored water in the TGR offer an opportunity to evaluate the surface dynamic response due to temporal variability in water storage. In this study we used the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) DEM data combined with in-situ water level measurements to construct a TGR stored water model. The linear vertical relative height error of SRTM is less than 10 m for 90% of data [31] . The SRTM DEM data covers the Earth between 60 • N and 57 • S at resolution levels of 3 arc-seconds (or 90 m), which can be used to analyze the TGR's static storage capacity, e.g., the volume, length, and water coverage area at different surface water levels [32, 33] . In the latest version of SRTM DEM V4.1 data, the gaps and missing data issues have been resolved by applying a gap-filling interpolation algorithm. The errors of total static volumes derived from SRTM DEM data are in the range 0.1-0.3 km 3 [21] .
These DEM data were used to delineate the reservoir and surrounding regions ( Figure 2 ). Water level data of TGR were obtained from the China Three Gorges Corporation database over the period of 2003~2012. Furthermore, we used six years of absolute gravity determinations (A10) at three locations (yellow dots in Figure 2 ) near the TGD (red star in Figure 2 ). The A10 observations were mainly collected during the lowest (June) and highest (December) water level periods. Relative gravity measurements (gPhone) were conducted for about 5 months at the station located 38 km from the dam (white triangle in Figure 2 and used to detect surface gravity effects during the water level rise from 145 m to 175 m in 2011. We also used vertical displacements obtained between July 2010 and March 2013 from one permanent GPS station in the TGR (pink triangle in Figure 2 ), which belongs to the Continental Tectonic Environmental Monitoring Network of China. Detailed information on the in-situ A10, gPhone, and GPS measurements and the data processing method can be found in Wang et al. [22] .
In this study, we collected the monthly precipitation data (rainfall amount) in Yangtze River Basin (YRB) during the period of 2003-2012 from China Meteorological Data Sharing Service System (CMDSSS) of the China meteorological administration. Rainfall data consist of a national gridded time series with a 0.5 • × 0.5 • spatial resolution that covers the time span from 1961 to 2013. The gridded average monthly rainfall of YRB shown in Figure 6a . In addition, we calculated the time series of monthly in-situ rainfall basing on more than 300 stations (locations shown in Figure 6a ) refer to the YRB monthly average. We estimated the time series of monthly in-situ soil moisture storage (SMS, locations shown in Figure 6a ) using the equation SMS = n × D × dSM/dt, n is soil porosity; D is soil depth, i.e., multiple soil moisture layers (0-15, 15-25, and 25-75 cm); dSM/dt is soil relative saturation.
We first calculated the time series of SMS in the corresponding layer and added them together, and then subtracted the multi-year average SMS to obtain the time series of 0-75 cm SMS anomaly in the study area. Moreover, monthly groundwater level measurements from 136 wells in our study region ( Figure 6a ) were used to calculate the area-weighed equivalent groundwater storage. A constant specific yield of 0.03 according to an average value from 19 sites (most stations do not provide this value), was used to convert the groundwater level to groundwater storage. In this study, we collected the monthly precipitation data (rainfall amount) in Yangtze River Basin (YRB) during the period of 2003-2012 from China Meteorological Data Sharing Service System (CMDSSS) of the China meteorological administration. Rainfall data consist of a national gridded time series with a 0.5° × 0.5° spatial resolution that covers the time span from 1961 to 2013. The gridded average monthly rainfall of YRB shown in Figure 6a . In addition, we calculated the time series of monthly in-situ rainfall basing on more than 300 stations (locations shown in Figure 6a ) refer to the YRB monthly average. We estimated the time series of monthly in-situ soil moisture storage (SMS, locations shown in Figure 6a ) using the equation SMS = n × D × dSM/dt, n is soil porosity; D is soil depth, i.e., multiple soil moisture layers (0-15, 15-25, and 25-75 cm); dSM/dt is soil relative saturation. We first calculated the time series of SMS in the corresponding layer and added them together, and then subtracted the multi-year average SMS to obtain the time series of 0-75 cm SMS anomaly in the study area. Moreover, monthly groundwater level measurements from 136 wells in our study region ( Figure 6a ) were used to calculate the area-weighed equivalent groundwater storage. A constant specific yield of 0.03 according to an average value from 19 sites (most stations do not provide this value), was used to convert the groundwater level to groundwater storage.
Numerical Simulation of the Response to Three Gorges Reservoir Filling
Basing on a gridded loading model and the power law relationship between volume (V, km 3 ) and water level (H, m) (V = 0.2968 × 1.0284 H , Wang et al. [21] ), we performed the following simulations: (1) water contributions from the TGR and other reservoirs at the GRACE spatial resolution scale; (2) horizontal flow during water filling in the TGR; (3) gravity field and displacement effects at in-situ gravimeters and GPS locations (A10, gPhone, and GPS sites in Figure 2 ) caused by 
Basing on a gridded loading model and the power law relationship between volume (V, km 3 ) and water level (H, m) (V = 0.2968 × 1.0284 H , Wang et al. [21] ), we performed the following simulations: (1) water contributions from the TGR and other reservoirs at the GRACE spatial resolution scale; (2) horizontal flow during water filling in the TGR; (3) gravity field and displacement effects at in-situ gravimeters and GPS locations (A10, gPhone, and GPS sites in Figure 2 ) caused by water load and estimated leakage.
The simulation (1) to model the TGR signal from GRACE data was performed in two steps: (i) we computed the Stokes coefficients corresponding to a 1 km 3 increase of the TGR volume on a 0.0008335-degree grid (~90 m × 90 m) over TGR. The grid spans the entire length of the reservoir. The same height (H) was assigned to each point, which value corresponds to a total volume increase of 1 km 3 . We calculated a set of Stokes coefficients for each point, and then summed the coefficients for all points. The resulting set of Stokes coefficients up to degree and order 60 represented a 1 km 3 increase of the TGR volume; (ii) we used the Stokes coefficients from (i) to estimate time-dependent coefficients for TGR using the water level time series from in-situ measurements. Water level was converted to volume using the equation V = 0.2968 × 1.0284 H (Figure 3 ). Finally, we calculated the TGR Stokes coefficient variability with time (T) as a product of the Stokes coefficients multiplied by the volume V (T).
same height (H) was assigned to each point, which value corresponds to a total volume increase of 1 km 3 . We calculated a set of Stokes coefficients for each point, and then summed the coefficients for all points. The resulting set of Stokes coefficients up to degree and order 60 represented a 1 km 3 increase of the TGR volume; (ii) we used the Stokes coefficients from (i) to estimate time-dependent coefficients for TGR using the water level time series from in-situ measurements. Water level was converted to volume using the equation V = 0.2968 × 1.0284 H (Figure 3 ). Finally, we calculated the TGR Stokes coefficient variability with time (T) as a product of the Stokes coefficients multiplied by the volume V (T). In simulation (2) we modeled the total water leakage around TGR as a function of time, using the equation for horizontal flow in an unconfined aquifer: ℎ , = + (i.e., horizontal water flow from a reservoir in Figure 4a ), applying the approach of Wang and Anderson [34] . Here, h(x,t) is the top of the saturated zone (x is the distance of horizontal seepage), K is the hydraulic conductivity, S is the specific yield, which refers to the drainable or fillable porosity, and h is the elevation of the upper boundary of the water table. The equation is solved for h(x,t) in an unconfined aquifer with the boundary condition h(0,t) = h0(t) and with a no flow condition (dh/dx = 0) on the right hand side. It is clear that the solution depends not only on the hydraulic conductivity and fillable porosity, but also on the width of leakage (the x-axis shown in Figure 4a ). Additionally, it depends on the choice of the initial value for h(x). The hydraulic conductivity, also known as permeability, is the ability of rocks or unconsolidated material to transmit water. Although the hydraulic conductivity is partly controlled by intergranular porosity, it is important to note that very finegrained rocks and materials with disconnected pores tend to have low conductivity. In simulation (2) we modeled the total water leakage around TGR as a function of time, using the equation for horizontal flow in an unconfined aquifer:
e., horizontal water flow from a reservoir in Figure 4a ), applying the approach of Wang and Anderson [34] . Here, h(x,t) is the top of the saturated zone (x is the distance of horizontal seepage), K is the hydraulic conductivity, S is the specific yield, which refers to the drainable or fillable porosity, and h is the elevation of the upper boundary of the water table. The equation is solved for h(x,t) in an unconfined aquifer with the boundary condition h(0,t) = h 0 (t) and with a no flow condition (dh/dx = 0) on the right hand side. It is clear that the solution depends not only on the hydraulic conductivity and fillable porosity, but also on the width of leakage (the x-axis shown in Figure 4a ). Additionally, it depends on the choice of the initial value for h(x). The hydraulic conductivity, also known as permeability, is the ability of rocks or unconsolidated material to transmit water. Although the hydraulic conductivity is partly controlled by intergranular porosity, it is important to note that very fine-grained rocks and materials with disconnected pores tend to have low conductivity. The percentage of water in rocks that promptly drains out is known as the specific yield. Finegrained materials, such as clay or shale, are likely to have a specific yield of 5% or less, even if the porosity is about 20 to 30%. Coarse-grained materials, such as coarse sandstone, can have specific yields that are closer to their actual porosity in the range 20 to 35%. In this study, we used the mean The percentage of water in rocks that promptly drains out is known as the specific yield. Fine-grained materials, such as clay or shale, are likely to have a specific yield of 5% or less, even if the porosity is about 20 to 30%. Coarse-grained materials, such as coarse sandstone, can have specific yields that are closer to their actual porosity in the range 20 to 35%. In this study, we used the mean value for the hydraulic conductivity and specific yield according to Freeze and Cherry [35] , K = 7 × 10 −7 m/s, S = 0.02 (seepage-1) and K = 7 × 10 −6 m/s, S = 0.17 (seepage-2) for fine-grained and coarse-grained rocks, respectively. To compute the water seepage volume, we constructed a dense grid of points surrounding TGR within 2.5 km of the shoreline. We calculated the distance from each point to the TGR and interpolated the solution h(x,t) for that grid point at every time step to estimate the temporal change in the top of the saturated zone. The integration over the whole area then gives the total mass balance at each time step (Figure 4b ).
In simulation (3), we combined the TGR water storage model (DEM and water level) with the leakage results from simulation (2) to model gravity effects and surface deformations. The gravitational effects caused by TGR mass changes can be separated into two factors: (1) the direct gravitational attraction of water and (2) secondary effects caused by the Earth's deformation in response to changes in surface load. We modeled direct attraction by dividing the reservoir into a large number of thin vertical water columns ( Figure 2 ) and integrating the effects of all columns. Then we modeled the elastic effects related to the Earth's deformation by surface loads using Green's functions [36] based on the PREM reference Earth model with the continental crust [37] . The effect of viscosity on gravity and displacement changes has been neglected, because it is much smaller than the elastic ones over the short time period considered here [20] . Figure 5a shows the TWS change across TGR on a 0.5 • × 0.5 • grid, which combines the trends for each GRACE Stokes coefficient over the entire 10-year time span (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) . A positive trend was identified over the TGR and surrounding region, including the middle and lower plains and the Yangtze River. Although TGR is located close to the centre of the mass increase derived from GRACE, the reason for this increase as well as its significance is unclear. The GRACE-based TWS change may be also affected by soil moisture, groundwater and surface water storage. Additionally, hydropower reservoirs that were constructed after 2000 may also have contributed to the observed volume increase, such as the Danjiangkou Dam northeast of TGR.
Results
GRACE Estimated Mass Changes and Sensitivity Kernels
To calculate GRACE time series for TGR and compare them with the simulation (1), we constructed an averaging kernel using the convolution method described by Swenson and Wahr [38] . We used the TGR "basin function" that was derived from 175-m grid points and DEM data. The averaging kernel technique based on a weighted Gaussian convolution was used to construct monthly time-series from GRACE Stokes coefficients [39] . Figure 5b shows the sensitivity kernel, which is relatively uniform within the study area but spans over a long distance from TGR. Therefore, the resulting time-series after applying the averaging kernel also include contributions outside TGR from other reservoirs (red circles in Figure 5b ). To recover unbiased mass estimates for this region, the scaling factor method was used to restore the filtered TWS time-series. The method suggested by Wahr et al. [39] requires construction of a set of simulated Stokes coefficients, which represents the signal from a uniformly distributed 1 cm (10 −5 km) water depth change over the TGR. This gives water volumes of 10 −5 km × area change of 1084 km 2 for TGR (0.01084 km 3 ). We apply our GRACE analysis procedure to these simulated Stokes coefficients, to infer equivalent water height (EWH, unit cm) for TGR. Based on the simulated scaling factor (k) = 1 (cm)/EWH (cm), monthly GRACE estimates of water thickness (10 −5 km) were multiplied by scaling factor to obtain variations in the total mass per area of the TGR, and then multiplied by area change of 1084 km 2 for TGR resulting in GRACE-based water mass change (km 3 To calculate GRACE time series for TGR and compare them with the simulation (1), we constructed an averaging kernel using the convolution method described by Swenson and Wahr [38] . We used the TGR "basin function" that was derived from 175-m grid points and DEM data. The averaging kernel technique based on a weighted Gaussian convolution was used to construct monthly time-series from GRACE Stokes coefficients [39] . Figure 5b shows the sensitivity kernel, which is relatively uniform within the study area but spans over a long distance from TGR. Therefore, the resulting time-series after applying the averaging kernel also include contributions outside TGR from other reservoirs (red circles in Figure 5b ). To recover unbiased mass estimates for this region, the scaling factor method was used to restore the filtered TWS time-series. The method suggested by Wahr et al. [39] requires construction of a set of simulated Stokes coefficients, which represents the signal from a uniformly distributed 1 cm (10 −5 km) water depth change over the TGR. This gives water volumes of 10 −5 km × area change of 1084 km 2 for TGR (0.01084 km 3 ). We apply our GRACE analysis procedure to these simulated Stokes coefficients, to infer equivalent water height (EWH, unit cm) for TGR. Based on the simulated scaling factor (k) = 1 (cm)/EWH (cm), monthly GRACE estimates of water thickness (10 −5 km) were multiplied by scaling factor to obtain variations in the total mass per area of the TGR, and then multiplied by area change of 1084 km 2 for TGR resulting in GRACEbased water mass change (km 3 ).
Assessing Land Surface Models
We selected the YRB as study area (Figure 3 ) to assess LSMs primarily because TGR is located in the middle of the river's main channel, while previous studies have indicated that most LSM products have relatively large uncertainties in rivers and lakes [11, 12] . Two other important factors, which could differ across diverse LSMs, are large seasonal rainfall cycling, when the average monthly rainfall reaches about 100 mm (Figure 6a) , and climate-and human-induced terrestrial water resource changes in YRB.
In Figure 6b the different LSM model simulations with GLDAS (Noah, VIC and Mosaic), WGHM, and CLM4.5 are compared, where the same processing approach has been applied as for the GRACE data (i.e., the Gaussian smoothing function and averaging kernel method). The phases of all 
In Figure 6b the different LSM model simulations with GLDAS (Noah, VIC and Mosaic), WGHM, and CLM4.5 are compared, where the same processing approach has been applied as for the GRACE data (i.e., the Gaussian smoothing function and averaging kernel method). The phases of all model simulations agree with the GRACE results, while the TWS changes from both GRACE and LSMs indicate that YRB is mainly controlled by climate changes. For example, more rainfall over YRB in summer expanded terrestrial water reserves, while two severe drought events that occurred in 2006 and 2011 resulted in the reduction of TWS (Figure 6b ). The seasonal amplitude of all three GLDAS simulations is also much smaller than for WGHM and CLM4.5 because the GLDAS model does not include anthropogenic and climate-driven surface water storage and groundwater changes [28] . The CLM4.5 simulations have even larger seasonal amplitudes than GRACE-derived TWS and WGHM results, especially in summer. The difference between CLM4.5 and WGHM is likely due to the differences in forcing precipitation datasets, e.g., WGHM is forced by a combination of the Global Precipitation Climatology Centre monthly precipitation data sets from 1901 to present, which are calculated from global stations on a 1.0 • × 1.0 • grid [40] , while the CLM4.5 simulations are forced by precipitation inputs on a 2.5 • × 2.5 • grid from the Global Precipitation Climatology Project, which are bias-corrected using merged satellite-gauge precipitation values.
WGHM results, especially in summer. The difference between CLM4.5 and WGHM is likely due to the differences in forcing precipitation datasets, e.g., WGHM is forced by a combination of the Global Precipitation Climatology Centre monthly precipitation data sets from 1901 to present, which are calculated from global stations on a 1.0° × 1.0° grid [40] , while the CLM4.5 simulations are forced by precipitation inputs on a 2.5° × 2.5° grid from the Global Precipitation Climatology Project, which are bias-corrected using merged satellite-gauge precipitation values. To quantitatively evaluate which LSM better fits to YRB and to separate the TGR signal from the GRACE solutions, the relative correlation coefficients of TWS variability between in-situ measurements and LSMs were calculated (Table 1) . The correlation coefficients for in-situ measurements and WGHM is 0.85, which is higher than the results for other LSMs or even GRACE. This indicates that WGHM and GRACE are more consistent with the in-situ measurements in the YRB. We also used the Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE) [42] to calculate a degree of statistical similarity between in-situ measurements and GRACE and LSMs. The NSE is the normalized statistical parameter that indicates how well the observed and simulated data fit a 1:1 linear relationship [43] . In this case, the NSE coefficient was used to examine the correspondence between in-situ rainfall and GRACE-or LSMs-based TWS changes. For all of the LSMs, the correspondence reflected in NSE values between the in-situ data and WGHM (NSE: 0.64) is higher than that of in-situ data and other LSMs (CLM4.5: 0.52; GLDAS/Noah: 0.35). Furthermore, the TWS annual variability and the secular trends from LSMs and estimated from GRACE were compared (Table 1 ). The GRACE-derived increased linear rate 0.37 cm/yr for YRB because they are affected by all hydrological components, including artificial reservoirs. However, the CLM4.5 output also has a continuous increase (0.14 cm/yr) in water storage and relative larger annual amplitude (5.18 cm) than other models for the region. In particular, the amplitude of CLM4.5 is larger than the GRACE data, implying that the CLM4.5 results with the river component likely include some of the signal from TGR or another reservoir. Consequently, we adopted WGHM as the primary model for removing climate-induced TWS effects, in order to study only anthropogenic effects. This choice is consistent with previous studies [21] . Table 1 . The total water storage correlation and Nash-Sutclffe efficiency (NSE) of in-situ measurements, GRACE, and the land surface models (LSMs).
Correlation Coefficients with
In We should clarify that WGHM (almost other LSMs) is a conceptual water balance model with grossly simplified process representations [44] . The forcing data of WGHM is calibrated only by tuning a runoff generation parameter against observed river discharge [45] , so hydrological component variations in WGHM may also differ from in-situ measurements (e.g., WGHM may underestimate 'ground truth' of TWS changes in TGR area assess by Wang et al. [21] ). Here, we used in-situ observation of soil moisture and groundwater versus WGHM outputs to verify the difference between the two modes in the YRB. Figure 6c shows in-situ observation of soil moisture has a large seasonal fluctuation relative to WGHM-based soil moisture and both show a small and consistent long-term linear trend (0.11 cm/yr) in the YRB. But the long-term trend of WGHM-based groundwater (0.15 cm/yr) is lower than the in-situ measured results (0.54 cm/yr), which means that the model simulation does not reflect the true groundwater recharge due to abundant rainfall and less water withdrawals for irrigation in the YRB [11] .
Time Series of the GRACE-Based Three Gorges Reservoir Volume
Time series of GRACE-derived volume change after removing the WGHM output ( Figure 7 ) can be directly related to human-induced water storage changes (i.e., TGR) within the sensitivity kernel range (Figure 5b ). The GRACE minus WGHM changes (dashed orange line) demonstrate that short-term fluctuations superimpose a long-term trend. The short-term fluctuations are mainly due to measurement errors related to the system-noise in the K-Band range-rate observations, accelerometer errors and orbit uncertainties, spatial and temporal sampling errors, and inaccuracies in the background models (e.g., the aliasing errors, which are clearly expressed as north-south oriented strips in the gravity field). The dashed black curve shows the effects of three TGR filling stages. With respect to long-term variability, the smoothed results indicated that the GRACE estimates after WGHM removal show an increase of the TGR volume (solid red line), which is consistent with Wang et al. [21] and with the TGR predictions from in-situ measurements (solid blue line). However, the smoothed residual signal (GRACE − WGHM) demonstrates much larger increase relative to the TGR predictions: 3.85 ± 2 km 3 /yr versus 2.29 ± 1 km 3 /yr respectively. The errors represent uncertainties in the fit, while real uncertainties mainly depend on errors in the WGHM data, leakage of the signal from outside, and GRACE measurement errors. In fact, the errors of LSM outputs are difficult to assess due to uncertainties in the synthesized data [11] . Compared to the other LSMs analyzed here, WGHM shows highest agreement with in-situ measurements in the YRB. We also found that WGHM has no clear trend in the entire YRB but this result is likely to underestimate the true long-term trend of groundwater (Figure 6d) . Because of the current groundwater well sites in the TGR and surrounding areas (i.e., GRACE averaging kernels shown in Figure 5b ) are very sparse, it is difficult to obtain accurate groundwater changes. Assuming that the rate of groundwater change in the sensitive area of GRACE is the same as the entire YRB, the underestimation of groundwater due to WGHM uncertainty is likely one of the contributors to the linear trend of the GRACE minus WGHM estimates. In addition, the different between GRACE-based and in-situ observed mass changes could be due to errors in GRACE data or, more likely, due to external or internal leakage effects. The GRACE observations might also be affected by other signal sources, which not only represent contributions from adjacent areas but also reservoir leakage or groundwater recharge during TGR filling.
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Reservoir Leakage Due to Three Gorges Reservoir Filling
Based on simulation (2) (Section 3) we estimated the total seepage around TGR using two different permeability coefficients (i.e., seepage-1 and seepage-2 shown in Figure 8a ). Volume variability from GRACE has a larger trend than what could be explained by the TGR alone ( Figure 7) . Modeling volume variability caused by seepage-2 through coarse-grained rocks can lead to good agreement; for instance, the 3.85 ± 2 km 3 /yr trend from the GRACE results is in good agreement with the TGR water volume estimates that include seepage (i.e., TGR's 2.29 ± 1 km 3 /yr + seepage-2 s 1.03 km 3 /yr). However, the seepage contribution is small for fine-grained rocks (i.e., seepage-1), for which the trend 0.12 km 3 /yr (Figure 8a ) is too small to explain the GRACE data. In fact, it is unrealistic to model the entire TGR shoreline with two simple and uniform seepage coefficients. Due to its length of nearly 600 km, it is difficult to determine detailed and realistic physical infiltration conditions. For example, most of the TGR shoreline is rocky along the main corridor of the Yangtze River, but some soil or coarse-grained rocks might be typical in some branches of the Yangtze River. We inferred that the actual horizontal flow should be between these two alternative scenarios (seepage-1 and seepage-2), when the vertical seepage is neglected in consequence of an already saturated river bottom. Predictions of surface displacements and gravity field from simulation (3) suggest that GPS (Figure 8b ) and gPhone (Figure 8c ) data are in good agreement with TGR predictions without including seepage during filling the reservoir. On the other hand, including gravity effects of the seepage-2 model made the agreement worse for the gPhone data. Using the fine-grained rock parameter in the seepage model did not improve the agreement with gPhone data, but the model Predictions of surface displacements and gravity field from simulation (3) suggest that GPS (Figure 8b ) and gPhone (Figure 8c ) data are in good agreement with TGR predictions without including seepage during filling the reservoir. On the other hand, including gravity effects of the seepage-2 model made the agreement worse for the gPhone data. Using the fine-grained rock parameter in the seepage model did not improve the agreement with gPhone data, but the model could no longer explain the GRACE results. The effects of seepage on GPS vertical displacements are also unimportant.
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3 /yr (Figure 8a) is too small to explain the GRACE data. In fact, it is unrealistic to model the entire TGR shoreline with two simple and uniform seepage coefficients. Due to its length of nearly 600 km, it is difficult to determine detailed and realistic physical infiltration conditions. For example, most of the TGR shoreline is rocky along the main corridor of the Yangtze River, but some soil or coarse-grained rocks might be typical in some branches of the Yangtze River. We inferred that the actual horizontal flow should be between these two alternative scenarios (seepage-1 and seepage-2), when the vertical seepage is neglected in consequence of an already saturated river bottom.
Discussion
Effects of Small-Scale Mass Change on GRACE Estimates
This study showed that the large concentrated volume changes in TGR are detectable by GRACE, when these observations are combined with LSMs. In general, errors in GRACE surface mass estimates over a fixed area can be separated into two categories: errors in the Stokes coefficients after post-processing (Gaussian smoothing, regional averaging, and scaling the estimated masses), and those caused by effects of other signal sources, such as leakage and correction error, etc. Stokes coefficients of the GRACE solution are truncated to a limited degree l max (e.g., l max = 60 for the CSR solutions). Therefore, the spatial resolution of GRACE products is limited to~330 km (region-A in Figure 9a) . Consequently, the truncated to l max solution is sensitive to mass changes well outside the region of interest (e.g., lakes and reservoirs like region-B in Figure 9a ). Many applications using GRACE data require estimates of mass variability for specific regions, e.g., changes in the Greenland or Antarctic ice sheets, or in river basins' water storage. These problems can be better addressed by constructing specific averaging functions optimized for those regions. In general, more accurate results can be obtained for larger regions. In this study, mass changes were estimated by creating specific averaging functions covering the TGR. The averaging kernel method employs Gaussian smoothing at each point and integrates them over the whole area. In this case, the averaging kernel technique is also limited due to the spatial resolution of GRACE, and the averaging function extends several hundred kilometers outside the region (Figure 5b) . Figure 9a) . Consequently, the truncated to lmax solution is sensitive to mass changes well outside the region of interest (e.g., lakes and reservoirs like region-B in Figure 9a ). Many applications using GRACE data require estimates of mass variability for specific regions, e.g., changes in the Greenland or Antarctic ice sheets, or in river basins' water storage. These problems can be better addressed by constructing specific averaging functions optimized for those regions. In general, more accurate results can be obtained for larger regions. In this study, mass changes were estimated by creating specific averaging functions covering the TGR. The averaging kernel method employs Gaussian smoothing at each point and integrates them over the whole area. In this case, the averaging kernel technique is also limited due to the spatial resolution of GRACE, and the averaging function extends several hundred kilometers outside the region (Figure 5b ). Figure 9a shows the gravitational attraction of a fixed mass at the GRACE level. To recover unbiased estimates for this region, we have to scale the estimated mass signals and to restore the original amplitude. Assuming a uniform distribution of masses within the region of interest (e.g., a uniform 1 cm water change over region-B), k can be defined as the scaling factor (k) = (water level)/EWH based on an ideal kernel function for the study region (1 inside and 0 outside). The effect of this mass was converted into truncated spherical harmonics and then smoothed with the 350 km Gaussian filter. After that, the rest of the signal within the region was considered as the scaling factor. Figure 9b shows the scaling factors and EWH changes for disks of different size, where the radius varied from 10 km to 1000 km with a uniform 1 cm water layer. Our tests showed that the EWH values (blue curve in Figure 9b ) increased as the size of the disc became larger, which resulted in the scaling factors (k) = 1/EWH dropping from hundreds or even thousands to less than 1 (red curve in Figure 9b ). For example, if the TGR area was concentrated in one disk with a 20 km radius, it would lead to a larger scale factor (k = 583). Ideally, i.e., without leakage outside the basin, application of the above method assumes that monthly GRACE estimates of water thicknesses should be multiplied by the scaling factors (k) = 1/EWH to obtain variations of total water thickness in region-B with corresponding changes of volume. Figure 9c shows modeling results for long-term TGR changes at the GRACE resolution scale. We found that the most obvious increase in EWH is concentrated in region-B but is still significant for several hundred kilometers outside. This suggests that in order to use GRACE to monitor mass changes in TGR (region-B in Figure 9c) , it is necessary to extend the study area (region-A in Figure 9c ) and to consider more hydrological information in that extended area.
Short-and Long-Term Surface Gravity Changes
Here, we describe the use of in situ measurements from gravimeters (gPhone and A10) near TGR to detect gravity field variations caused by water level changes. Gravitational effects were separated into the direct gravitational attraction of the water and secondary effects caused by the Earth's crustal deformation in response to changes in surface load. The modeled results described by Wang et al. [22] showed that gravity along the edge of the lake can vary seasonally by up to a few hundred micro-gals if the gravimeter is situated well above the lake surface. The predicted variations caused by the~1-m fluctuations of the lake level can be on the order of a few to 10 micro-gals.
We compared the model predictions with the data from five years of repeated absolute gravity (A10) campaigns at several locations, as well as five months of continuous relative gravity (gPhone) measurements at a single site near TGR. For short-term or seasonal variability, gPhone observations at a single location show very good agreement with the modeled results without seepage, but there was not enough data to assess an agreement in case of the seepage effects under coarse-grained rocks' conditions ( Figure 8c ). For this, we used gravity residuals from gPhone observations after removing model predictions to verify if there exists continuous seepage around the observation point due to the TGR filling. Differences between observed and predicted signals could indicate the TWS variability due to rainfall (i.e., blue shadow in Figure 10a ). However, it is worth noting that the magnitude of the predicted results is slightly larger than the observed data during the low water level in summer. This difference is due to some systematic errors in the simulated results. For instance, the numerical computations employed the water load model, which was developed for a static inundated area below the 175 m water level. These results are higher than the gPhone observations obtained at the~145 m water level.
For long-term or inter-annual variability, five periods between 2010 and 2015 were observed at the A10 sites near TGD (Figure 4) . The A10 data were divided into two groups according to the observation periods in June with the lowest water level (~145 m) and in December with the highest water level (~175 m). The gravity changes are plotted at these three stations in Figure 10b -d. It is clear that strongest gravity changes reaching several hundred micro-gals occurred in the regions near the reservoir shoreline between June and December. We found that there was no significant linear trend in the A10 results, which implies that there was no long-term continuous leakage in the area surrounding the A10 sites. According to the changes in the monthly rainfall rate in June and December (red and blue steps), the TWS change caused by the inter-annual rainfall oscillations were the main factor influencing the long-term gravity variability. Therefore, annual fluctuations in the A10 data reflected the hydrological mass anomalies due to changes in the climate but not due to the long-term seepage during TGR filling. Furthermore, we observe a good correlation between the surface water storage changes from the China Water Resources Bulletins published by the Ministry of Water Resources with major drought events in YRB in 2013-2014 [46] . Locally, those mass anomalies could cause changes of 10-20 micro-gals in the gravity signal. For long-term or inter-annual variability, five periods between 2010 and 2015 were observed at the A10 sites near TGD (Figure 4) . The A10 data were divided into two groups according to the observation periods in June with the lowest water level (~145 m) and in December with the highest water level (~175 m). The gravity changes are plotted at these three stations in Figure 10b -d. It is clear that strongest gravity changes reaching several hundred micro-gals occurred in the regions near the reservoir shoreline between June and December. We found that there was no significant linear trend in the A10 results, which implies that there was no long-term continuous leakage in the area surrounding the A10 sites. According to the changes in the monthly rainfall rate in June and December (red and blue steps), the TWS change caused by the inter-annual rainfall oscillations were the main factor influencing the long-term gravity variability. Therefore, annual fluctuations in the A10 data reflected the hydrological mass anomalies due to changes in the climate but not due to the long-term seepage during TGR filling. Furthermore, we observe a good correlation between the surface water storage changes from the China Water Resources Bulletins published by the Ministry of Water Resources with major drought events in YRB in 2013-2014 [46] . Locally, those mass anomalies could cause changes of 10-20 micro-gals in the gravity signal.
Contributions of Other Anthropogenic Reservoirs to the GRACE Signal
Since 2000, the number of large reservoirs and water storage capacity in YRB has substantially increased. We used the reservoir capacity data from the International Commission on Large Dams (ICOLD) to calculate the water storage change in 13 large reservoirs surrounding TGR ( Table 2 ). The selection of those large reservoirs was mainly based on their capacity (>0.5 km 3 ), which is equivalent to an increase of 10 m in the water level of a disc-type reservoir with a radius of 4 km, or a river-type reservoir with a width of 1 km and a length of 50 km. Furthermore, the averaging kernel (Figure 5b ) was not constant in the TGR area: the kernel weight for the TGR, Jiangkou, Pengshui, and Shuibuya reservoirs was equal to 1, while the weights for the Yinzidu, Danjiangkou, and Zipingpu reservoirs were set to 0.6, 0.5, and 0.2, respectively. To estimate contributions from these 13 reservoirs to GRACE-based results, we used the same simulation (1) method described above. Opposed to TGR, we only used a single disk to describe each reservoir (red discs in Figure 5b ). They were summed up to obtain combined, time-dependent Stokes coefficients for the reservoirs. Because water level data for other reservoirs are currently not available to the public, a special technique was applied to reproduce them. We used the total volume (Final_Volume) and the completion date (T_end) of each reservoir assuming that the reservoir began filling at time T_(start) and that it was filled uniformly from the initial volume to the final volume at time T_end. According to Table 2 the total storage capacity change during 2003~2013 for all 13 reservoirs was 12.78 km 3 after scaling by the kernel weights. Our statistical results showed that the contribution from the large reservoirs around TGR is equivalent to~33% of its total capacity (39.3 km 3 ) and cannot be ignored. If we distribute this amount uniformly over the 10-year study period (2003~2013), it would produce an increasing linear trend of about 1.16 km 3 /yr. This result is close to the difference between GRACE derived and TGR trends (1.56 km 3 /yr). Therefore, the volume change of the 13 largest reservoirs can explain~74% of the GRACE-WGHM-TGR estimated mass changes. Note that we did not fully calculate the contribution of other reservoirs with a capacity of less than 0.5 km 3 . If these small reservoirs were taken into account, the results would likely fit the GRACE data better. Thus, our analysis suggests that the GRACE-based overestimation of the TGR volume changes reflects the effects of surrounding reservoirs.
Conclusions
The controlled TGR experiment provided a unique opportunity to evaluate time-variable gravity measurements from GRACE with a limited spatial resolution in combination with complementary data. This study demonstrates that TWS variations in relatively small reservoirs can be monitored by GRACE in combination with LSMs, remote sensing and in-situ measurements, which are used to separate various TWS components. We conclude that:
1. Our findings indicated that the WGHM demonstrates (with correlation coefficient of 0.85 and NSE = 0.64) better correlation than other analyzed models (GLDAS and CLM4.5) with the time series of monthly in-situ rainfall refer to the YRB's monthly average. The rate of volume increase from GRACE-WGHM predictions was 3.85 ± 2 km 3 /yr from 2003 to 2012, which is larger than the result derived from in situ estimates for TGR (2.29 ± 1 km 3 /yr). The comparison results show that the partial hydrological component (e.g., soil and groundwater) from WGHM outputs is a worse agreement with the in-situ measurements in the YRB. The WGHM simulation might underestimated TWS variations due to the large uncertainty of WGHM in groundwater component. Therefore, more in-situ groundwater data should be collected in the TGR and surrounding areas in next step for provide more accurate corrections to GRACE results.
2. Our study showed that the GRACE-based overestimate might be explained by the modeled seepage variability through the coarse-grained materials, but the agreement with in-situ gPhone gravity observations and TGR predictions was much worse in this case. Furthermore, the long-term in-situ A10 absolute gravity observations also suggest that the overestimation of the GRACE-based TGR volume change is likely not a result of the seepage from the reservoir.
3. The sensitivity kernels suggested that the GRACE estimates are substantially affected by signals from outside the TGR region. We quantitatively evaluated the contributions from the adjacent reservoirs and concluded that the residual signal (GRACE − WGHM − TGR) is close to the sum of the volume change due to surrounding reservoirs. Therefore, the difference between GRACE-based results and TGR in-situ measurements is likely due to the volume changes in the neighboring reservoirs.
Finally, this study not only explore the novel routine for monitoring the mass changes and its environmental response in the water cycle, but also it is help for investigating the impacts of human activities on water resources. Basing on multi-source data we can effectively minimize the effects resulting from uncertainties of satellite observations, e.g., improve estimation accuracy of GRACE Follow-On mission, which is successfully launched in May 2018. 
